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Jayson Boyers 

OL599 Final Paper 

Strategic Framework/Decision Model for the Expansion of the Culinary Division 

Objective: 

Problem: 

To develop a road map for new market and organic growth opportunities 

as it relates to The Chef's Academy. A Decision Model that will offer the 

best practices for choosing future sites with the greatest probability for 

SUCCesSS. 

An accurate predictive model is essential to develop for the growth of the 

culinary division. The capital investment is 5 times that of a campus in the 

business and medical divisions. Without an effective model through which 

to determine the best opportunity for growth in competing markets, the 

chance for missed opportunities or significant losses greatly increase. No 

model exists for the new division and is a strategic priority as we look at 

2010 expansion for TCA. 

Background/Context 

Indiana Business College was established first in 1902. It really began its current 

incarnation in 1986 when it was purchased by investors from New England. The college 

was transformed in the last 23 years into institutions of short term career focused 

occupational degrees. In the last 5 years, Indiana Business College has expanded that 

mission to include 4 year Baccalaureate degrees, Nursing degrees, and the Culinary 

Division. 

In the early part of this decade, Indiana Business College asked Eduventures, a widely 

respected trade think tank/consulting firm, to discuss the best opportunities for organic  



and market expansion. Their report and recommendations were given from a global 

perspective for IBC. 

This report recommended caution and general concern about the risk of beginning the 

culinary division since it was such a departure from IBC’s traditional core of business. 

The purpose of the report was to give guidance on the best way to grow market share in 

the next 10 years. They did suggest a number of directions and programs to expand 

that have been very successful. 

The following were the specific recommendations for context in regards to creation of 

the culinary arts division from the Eduventures model. 

« Entry into the market for culinary arts programs should be measured and 

methodical, since: 

— Demand for elite chef training is minimal in Indiana, with top-tier programs 

in Chicago, San Francisco, and the Northeast traditionally drawing 

students to specialized programs 

IBC has no current brand association in or academic experience with 

culinary arts programs 

In the near term (1-2 years), extend existing business and management courses 

into the areas of hospitality and hotel management to develop IBC’s academic 

experience and brand in course areas critical to career development in culinary 

arts  



— Ivy Tech currently relies on a relationship with Ball St. to offer business 

courses to many students in its skill-based culinary arts programs 

« In the longer term, measure demand for potential hospitality and hotel 

management courses and add, incrementally, professional and skills-based 

courses in culinary arts (e.g., baking) 

Focus of skills-based coursework in culinary arts should be made with consideration of 

Ivy Tech expansion in its culinary arts program, which focuses on training for line cooks 

looking to work in restaurants and clubs 

IBC decided to move forward in a different direction than recommended due to a 

strong sense that the culinary school offered the biggest reward to offset the greater 

risk. This has led to a successful program that impacted branding, press coverage, 

relationships in the community, and a school population that has reached capacity in its 

3" year of operation. 

Eduventure offered one model focused on expansion of the traditional business lines 

and approach of IBC. The challenge now is creating a model of expansion that takes 

into account the unique approach and fundamentals that have been characteristic of 

The Chef's Academy. 

 



Methodology 

| will develop the key fundamentals/variables which act as the lens to view the 

prospective markets. This will be determined by interviewing the ExComm members on 

past expansion decisions, looking at data collected around the last 3 expansion 

campuses to see if there were indicators of greater weight in hindsight that should have 

been looked at more closely, review the assumptions that were made on the data about 

The Chef's Academy before its existence and how that matches reality today. 

Finally, | will take the created model keys and have our management team apply them 

to 4 markets (Nashville, Chicago, St. Louis, and Cleveland) allowing us to put the model 

into action. This will allow us to see the usefulness and application of the model. Each 

market has a unique population and economic reality that also may allow us to identify 

missing components of version 1 of the model. 

Due to proprietary information, | was asked not to share the application of the model 

past the basic boundaries. 

 



Understanding our Industry (The World in Which We Exist) 

For profit education has been around from the beginning of civilization. | wanted to 

begin by defining what our group of schools is in the context of the education industry. 

Our trade organization is the Career College Association. The definition that best 

explains what we are and what we do comes from their website. “A career college is a 

postsecondary institution that provides professional and technical, career-specific 

educational programs. Most career colleges pay taxes yet receive no direct financial 

support from state governments, unlike public, not-for-profit public institutions that 

receive state fax support or not-for-profit private colleges that pay no taxes. Completion 

of a career college program can range from doctoral and master’s degrees, to 

bachelor’s degrees, to associate degrees, to short-term certificates and diplomas. 

Career colleges are owned and operated by private individuals, private investors and 

public corporations.” (Association, 2009) 

It is also important to understand the mission of our sectors schools which is often 

misunderstood. The mission outlined from the same trade organization parallels the 

mission of our group’s schools. On the same website it states the mission as follows, 

“The 21st Century workforce demands highly skilled workers, and career colleges are 

well positioned to educate Americans for information age jobs. Jobs in information 

technology, accounting, finance and engineering are regularly being outsourced 

overseas because there are not enough skilled workers to meet U.S. demand. 

Seventy-seven million baby boomers are beginning fo refire, and the U.S. health care 

infrastructure is badly understaffed to meet a tidal wave of seniors requiring acute, post- 

acute, chronic and rehabilitative care.  



Career colleges are a key piece of the education and skill development puzzle. They 

adapt to market needs more quickly than traditional institutions and maintain much 

higher graduation rates than community colleges. While traditional colleges and 

universities offen help students gain broad background in the liberal arts, “find 

themselves” in personal terms, explore intellectual interests or perform research, career 

colleges serve individuals who are committed to a specific occupational goal and seek 

the most direct route fo reaching it.” (Association, 2009) 

is important both to understand our role and place in the education sector because of 

the environment we face at the beginning of the 21° century mirrors some of the 

opportunities that presented themselves at the beginning of the 20™ century. | will more 

fully develop this thought in the next section on the specific history of IBC. 

At this point | would like to offer a point of clarification. Too many times there is 

over the value of career colleges versus traditional Liberal Arts 

education. This is a false choice. zach contribute to different role 

workforce that has served our society well. They have mirrored each other in innovatio 

Ultimately we need both sectors to succeed in training a workforce to compete in the 

21% century. 

For Profit has had bad companies taint the : e at times. This 

usually come from peo ut e industry investing millions and desiring a 

return or from an emphasis on growth with new innovation such as online e 

grows too quickly due to its potential and the emphasis on innovation growth in a for 

profit environment. The innovation was positive and eventually pursued even by  



traditional colleges and would not have been as developed as quickly without the for 

profit industry but due to excesses our industry can be viewed with a critical eye 

| could write extensively about the concern that some companies in our sector invest in 

recruitment disproportionally as compared to the classroom, see the Chronicle of Higher 

Education that develops this as the common critic in the article “Why For Profit Colleges 

Are Like Health Clubs”. (BLUMENSTYK, 2006) This critique is also developed further in 

the article "Promises and Profits” in which aggressive or unrealistic enrollment figures 

cause academic concerns to be set aside for that moments financial gains. (BURD, 

2006) 

Why is this important in the context of this project and expansion model | am 

developing? It is important because whenever you enter a new market that is unfamilia 

with your company/institution, the perception and first impression of the potential market 

are as improtant as any of the key metrics we will be examining. If the market has been 

familiar or home of a company in our sector that has acted in an unethical manner, it will 

be up to us to address and restore trust. Later | will discuss the regulator environment 

as an important issue but for now it is enough to give you a big picture perspective of 

our industries environment and challenges 

Whether right or wrong, the for profit colleges are required to measure outcomes that go 

ond the traditional requirements of community colleges and universities. This ranges 

from retention requirements to placement percentages upon graduation to the 80/10 

rule which requires at least 10% of the tuition revenue come from non title IV revenue. 

(Education, 1999) This is important to make a part of the overall conversation because  



the regulatory environment is always at the forefront of the business decisions made by 

the college. These requirements mean we have to look with a critical eye whenever we 

nsider expanding into a new market and especially expanding into a new state. 

One more point before moving on that | believe is important. Often, we have to be 

above the performance of traditional education institutions. Not for profit schools do not 

have the 90/10 rule. They do not require placement as a measurement for federal 

king to accredidation. ally, | believe a good measure of comparison is 

often student loan default rates. If a student is paying their loans back, it is usually 

because they obtained value from their education. Our school company stands at 5.9% 

of students who default. We lead our sector and the industry for this number. (College, 

Annual Institution Report to Department of Education, 2008) 

In the next section | will discuss the history of IBC as well as the similarities in the 

decade IBC came to be at the beginning of the 20" century and the first decade we now 

find ourselves transforming in as an organization. 

IBC-History in Context (Pas 

At the turn of the 20" century, Indiana saw its economy changing from an agricultural 

and rural state to participating in the industrial revolution and the changes in how people 

made a living in this economy. In the last few decades of the 19" century, Indiana saw 

a population in which over 80% existed off agriculture centered activities. That 

percentage had been cut in half by 1902, the year IBC came into existence. (Beck, %  



The state laws were changing with the undertanding of the need for trained workers 

outside of farming in the state with the changing economic reality. In 1897, the state 

passed a compulsory school attendance law that mandated students between the 

of 8 and 14 had to attend school for 12 consecutive weeks. (P 

IBC was founded by Charles Cring , a former school teacher from Ohio, the numbe 

students attending school through the 8" grade was just over 80%. (Phillips, 1968) 

5 

This is an important part of understanding the market niche that Mr. Cring saw in his 

environment. He saw an under served population who did not wish or have the 

resources to attend the traditional college but wanted to be trained in a skill that 

sisted them in rising above the manual labor jobs on the floor of the factory common 

at the time. This is a pattern that would be repeated throughout the history of our 

company. This pattern is ingrained in the companies DNA from inception and will be a 

key concept developed later in the creation of our model. 

The very origin of need that brought us into existence is important because at the heart 

of our company culture, it is a history that repeats itself. 

We are a conservative company. We expand because we see the opportunity in 

market where there is a population that wants trained but does not or can not take tt 

traditional college route. We also look at a markets employment needs. Expandin 

opportunities in different industries that create needs quickly such as the industrial 

revolution or the changing Global economy of today. Consider the huge shift previously 

discussed in this section from the standpoint of training workers off the farm and into  



production. Now consider the same shift that happens now from the factory into fields 

such as healthcare, technology, trades, etc. Our history repeats itself over and over. 

As Mr. Charles Cring began opening schools, he did so in the name of the city he 

operated in. (The Indiana Business College From 1902 to 1912,” Undated Manuscript) 

This decision once again was a part of our history and became ingrained in our culture 

portance of forging strong ties with the local business community. This piece of 

history created a value that has been a strong part of our strategic development. The 

idea that we are most successful when we develop the stronger ties in the community. 

There is a cultural truth with the midwest and even more so in Indiana that being a part 

of the community is an important factor in the ultimate success in the community you 

operate in 

The story of our company took a dramatic turn in 1985. Investors from outside Indiana 

began discussions to purchase Indiana Business College. (Skaggs, 2008) With the 

current owners of IBC at a crossroads, 2 investors from Boston purchased the school 

system, changed the school to a quarter systems so that it would be able to accept 

Financial Aid from the federal government for students for the first time in their history. 

(Skaggs, 2008) By 1986, Ken Konesco was brought on as President and minority owner 

with Educational Management Corporation. This started us on the path to our current 

incarnation and the idea for expanding for the first time out of the state of Indiana. 

In the past 22 years, Indiana Business College has developed into an institution that 

offers 31 associates degrees, 4 year degrees, and an online division that has students 

in 31 states and 5 foreign countries. (Indiana Business College Catalogs1987-2008) We 

10  



have expanded to 14 operations within Indiana. In 2001, we had 10,000 cumulative 

students within our system. (College, 2001) 

IBC has developed Medical programs including Medical Assisting and Nursing to deal 

with industry shortages as the baby boomer generations need for healthcare increases 

demand in this field, (Nursing, 2008) my culinary school that addressed the need of a 

city focused on increasing convention business as a key economic driver (City-Data), 

and a campus in Elkhart that has been hit with the largest increase in unemployment 

due to the lending crunch and heavy reliance on RV manufacturing. (McLaughlin, 2009) 

Even with the new ownership, and many changes in structure and process, some 

important key values remained that have been with our company from the beginning. 

The purpose of reviewing this history was to review key points that m y institutio 

who and what we are at our core. The history | have covered here is selective to my 

purpose and far from comprehensive. My intent is solely to take integral parts of my 

company’s culture that have developed through our lifespan and pull out the core values 

that relate to how and why we succeed in certain locations and throughout our 

development. 

Before leaving this section, let me review and summarize those specific core values | 

« 

have discussed and will relate further in aspects of my model. | will more fully develop 

these concepts later on when discussing the key components of the model! but for now | 

believe it is important to reiterate from this section those transforming values | 

discussed.  



First, from the very beginning of Indiana Business College, the reason the company 

existed and served its community was the need of a trained workforce in a population 

that was for a variety of reasons not going to follow the traditional university model. Thi 

has been consistently a variable that has existed in the markets we have served. 

Second, the connection to the community and local business community that needed 

the trained workforce to be successful. This need for the jobs IBC trained for in a city 

established the second key factor that had to exist to make our company viable 

historically in that community. We view ourselves as providing a value to the community 

by increasing the skilled labor force as an essential value for us. Even today, we have in 

the last three years added Elkhart, The Chefs Academy in Indianapolis, and soon 

Columbus, Ohio because of the need for a particular trained workforce in those specific 

locations as discussed earlier. 

Third, during times of dramatic change in the needs of employer's labor force and shift 

in what skills are in demand, Indiana Business College thrives because it is structurally 

and develop new programs than it is for traditional universities. This 

value of adaptability and willingness to change to the economic environment has 

created innovation from our company and industry that is a key component of what 

makes us successful. 

Innovation is a principle value that deserves further comment before | move on. When | 

first began learning about the industry in 2000 upon my hiring, | remember that 

universities and the traditional sectors of higher education looked down on the way we 

approached advertising, delivery systems such as distance learning, and placement 
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assistance actively involving ourselves in the job search. These components and other 

innovations that started with our sector are now being utilized by the higher education 

community now. This value of innovation is a part of our history and who we are. It must 

ne a part of our model. 

Finally, we have up to this point been very careful to expand within 3 to 4 hours of 

dianapolis because of the importance of connectivity between our campuses. While 

did not directly address this in the historical review, we have always stayed within the 

boundaries of Indiana and have just this year ventured out beyond that geographic se 

imposed limitation. Even then, we were careful to honor the 3-4 hour drive rule. This is 

ingrained in our culture and has been honored throughout our organizations lifespan. 

This is important in that what | will be presenting will be nificant break from this 

principle since the markets we will be hypothetically reviewing are a break from this 

historical pattern. In fact, for the first time in our companies strategic thought process, 

there is an openness to extend beyond the traditional boundaries. The Chef's Academy 

was a conceptual break from our traditional programs. That success outside our comfort 

zone along with the large presence in Indiana (14 campuses) leads 10 a real 

examination by our leadership to take a look at extending our traditional boundaries 

The Chef's Academy History 

It is relevant to give a brief history of the crea 

are today to lay the foundation for the expansion m 

have taken for the school offers lesson’s learned for moving forward into other markets  



that must be incorporated into the model created. | will give a brief synopsis of our three 

years in existence, some best practices we learned in establishing our footprint in the 

market, and finally look at the key measurements | would like to develop more fully 

when looking at expansion based on culture, history, and our specific division 

v 

experience, 

On October 20% 2004, Eduventures, delivered a report to examine Organic and Market 

ys 3 

. Eduventures website discusses the services they provide as follows: 

What We Do 

Eduventures Consulting Services (ECS) provide proprietary consulting to a diverse 

group of colleges and universities. Examples of our previous work with clients include: 

Facilitated strategic planning 
Cost containment and operational efficiency 
Programmatic and geographic growth and feasibility studies 

Current and emerging education trends 
Market dashboard implementation 

Facility expansion validation assessments 
Enrollment growth studies 

International partnership and expansion opportunities 

How We’re Different 

ECS clients benefit both from our deep in-house expertise on education and from the 

insights we've gathered through our work with the 300+ colleges and universities that 

participate in our research membership programs. This unique combination allows us to 
supplement institution-specific projects with the best practices, lessons learned, and 
innovative solutions of our members. 

All of our ECS engagements follow our six-feature consulting approach: 

Rigorous quantitative and qualitative analysis 

Objective advice and recommendations 

Education-specific perspective 

Flexible structure and responsive style 
Actionable solutions 

Timely results  



(Eduventures) 

Their role was to collect, examine, and analyze the strategic question of how, where gl 

and in what way Indiana Business College should pursue growth. The scope of this 

growth was not limited to The Chef's Academy and in point of fact the thought of the 

culinary division was one part of the broader discussion of how to strategically grow the 

company in a way that places us in the most effective position. 

It is not my purpose to second guess the recommendation made based on the data they 

reviewed. | do not want to overstate an conclusions they came to in order to make our 

success seem more dramatic. The report had concerns | will discuss in the following 

s but it was not in any way a statement that we would not succeed. It was 

more lrying to recommend the best opportunities for growth success based on the 

companies culture, strengths, and weaknesses. 

Lets first understand the reports objectives: 

Provide a road map for new market/organic growth opportunities 

Determine regional and national market needs for degree programs that align 

with IBC’s competencies, goals 

Develop a framework to assess build vs. oi vs. partnership growth strategi 

across regional and national markets 

Create an execution strategy to drive changes to marketing and positioning 

tactics (Eduventures)  
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Growth opportunities can be mapped in four main quadrants 

  

Quadrant A 

Growth generated by 
offering broader 

New selection of 
Products/ products/services to 

: existing target 
Services customer 

Quadrant B 

Growth generated 
from new products 

offered to new target 

customer 

  

Quadrant C Quadrant D 

Existing 
Products/ 

Services   
Growth generated 

from core business 
offerings and 
improved efficiency   

Growth generated 
from targeting new 
customer with existing 
products and services 

    
Existing Customers New Customers 

(Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004 )Eduventures looked at these key quandrants as it 

related to Indiana Business College from a global perspective. 

  

New 

Products/ 

Services 

Quadrant A 

Rolling out new programs 

adjacent to the core 

Offering bachelor’s 

degrees 

Exploring different 
accreditation 

Quadrant B 

Growing program 
outside the core target 

market (i.e., culinary) 

  

Existing 

Products/ 

Services   
Quadrant C 

Improving marketing and 

brand messaging 

Developing online 

capabilities   
Quadrant D 

Expanding operations 
within Indiana 

Expanding operations 

outside of Indiana 

  

Ry 
IBC Final, 2004) 

Existing Customers New Customers   
 



| believe it is important to begin with the vantage point of the global view of where 

culinary might fit in to discuss the recommendations given. Eduventures looked at 

the factors highlighted above in slide 13 to determine where Indiana Busines 

College was strongest and would place itself in the best position to comp 

. 3 ; ET te Cn sis sah TOL CAE ee nl Se TE 
The follow Ng paragrapns are ine concius S106 each guadrant as aeierminead oy 

the report. | have summarized their thoughts and connected them 

of our school. | believe they offer a good picture of why they were conc 

Indiana Business College going in this direction. 

Quadrant A 

e biggest opportunities for Indiana Business College in this quadrant revolves 

around the school playing to its established strengths. By establishing new programs 

in existing markets, Indiana Business age is known, has es 

ie 

2 KNOWN Pa 

adding new programs info existing markets to drive growth. (E 

2004) 

iarket ¢ 

owth patterns over the next few years. 

safe but the payoff may not be wh 

to meet the companies needs.  



What did that mean for culinary? It meant Culinary might be a way to thread the 

needle so to speak. It was so different from the core business that it could be in an 

established market that was served by Indiana Business College but still have an 

untapped market of potential students. 

Quadrant B 

This quadrant is about Game changing growth. In the previous quadrant 

my own thought process where culinary would fit in to the factors. |i 

is the quadrant that dealt head on with creating the culinary division. | want to spend 

time carefully look at the analysis in this quadrant. 

> biggest opportunities in this « t of growth is the abil 

inial revenue growth and the move towards greater sustainabil 

of the business offerings. (Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004 

culinary, a sector Indiana Business College has 

successful spread the ability for the company to handle a downturn in any one or 

more other lines. It would also allow access to a Blue Ocean market of organic 

growth. 

community connections in a whole new sector that the company 

history with traditionally. (Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004 

connections within a new sector is my insertion that goes back to the value  



goon 

established in the history of how we do business emphasized earlier. Remember it 

is an important value and part of our historic approach to form strong ties in the 

community. Later, when | discuss the stratgic approach | implemented in making 

The Chef's Academy a success, this value was center to everything | did. 
hos 

When Eduventures looked at the sector of culinary arts in Indianapolis, they stated 

the projection was for modest growth up to 3% in Indiana, a realization that the 

industry valued work experience over formal training, and that the associa 

was standard in the workforce. (Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004) This Iz 

layed into Indiana Business 

competitors in the market were the regional a 

Institute of America, Le Cordon Bleu and Johnson and Whales despite the presence 

of a community college program. (Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004) This was a 

prediction that turned out to be prophetic. The community college program was not 

strongly connected to the local culinary community and was seen as a les 

professional program. This will also be developed at a later date b r NOW 

§ 

want to pass this point without highlighting the fact that the opening createc », 

nis 

Tech’s lack of bonds in this community. This made a huge difference in the 

willingness of the local Chefs and Hospitality community to let us in and hear us out. 

This quadrant led to the on steps that Eduventures gave to IBC regarding entry 

into theis market. Again, for a point of clarity, Eduventures never stated that the 

establishment of a culinary college by our company could not succeed, the actior 

steps were much more nuanced and simply recognized the possible challenges that 

20  



could arise from the attempt to enter such a culturally (in terms of our busi 

culture) foreign market. 

st the recommended action steps as t 

nterprutation. | then will offer my commen 

Entry into the market for culinary arts programs should be measured and 
Sous 

methodical since: 

{5 i Demand for elite chef training is minimal in Indiana, wi 

in Chicago, San Francisco, and the Northeast tradi 

students to specialized programs 

IBC has no current brand association in or academic experience with 

culinary arts programs 

In the near term (1-2 years), extend existing business and management courses 

into the areas of hospitality and hotel management to develop IBCs academic i hS + 

experience and brand in course areas critical to career development in culinary 
v 

arts 

Ivy Tech currently reli 

# £4 fe of poy wv dr pa ; go courses to many students in it 

In the longer term, measure demand for potential hospitality and hote 
wl 

~ 

management courses and add, incrementally, profes 

courses in culinary arts (e.q., baking)  



Focus of skills-based coursework in culinary arts should be made with 

consideration of Ivy Tech expansion in its culinary arts program, which 

focuses on training for line cooks looking to work in restaurants and clubs 

(Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004) 

First, the report suggested the need for elite chefs in Indiana was mini 

the elite programs with a regional presence would draw students there. The thought 

process was for our company to move very cautiously. | do believe that there was a 

§ 

major blindspot in the development of Indianapolis and understanding « 

t the local and state government was making on being ¢ 

ional convention business which places tourism as a major force in Indi 

economy projected to grow at 5% annually, above the national average. (Ramsey bu 

Schaumleffel, 2005) 

vp 3 
i 
% is is not a small point of contention. Remember in our industry, the need of 

1 workforce is essential historically and required from a 

cement. The concern was valid but | 

i. believe they missed the need that was there but hidden by perceptions. 

Third, it was suggested that our company enter by focusing on the managemnet 

courses related to Industry trends. This may have fit with the conservative nature of 

i 

our company but with Ivy Tech and IUPUI already offering these opportunities along 

side Ball State, we would have been relegated to 2" tier. Ironically by going through 

the culianry arts/kitchen focused education both respected programs of Ball State 

> to us for the back of the House{Kitchen) course. Ins 
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being one more institution offering the management courses that are offered at 

multiple institutions to being the source that those very schools turn to for the one 

area lacking in their curriculum. The principle found in Blue Ocean Strategy to tap 

into untapped markets (Kim, 2005) is exactly like the path we took, later | believe it 

will be proven to be the right path chosen. 

Finally, it was suggested that our company should continue to measure and enter 

with a focus on skills based course. This incremental entry in the market missed the 

possible entry by other competitors to the Indianapolis market. One competitor was 

looking at the expansion opportunity at the time and large national competitor ended 

up expanding into the market 6 months after us. In a later section on what made us 

successful | will discuss the key of beating this national competitor to the market and 

how valuable those 6 months turned out to be. 

| am, due to the priority of relevancy going to move past there analysis of quadrant C 

on internal efficencies and move right toward New Market possibilities in Quadrant 

D. For the purpose of this project the ties between this last quadrant and Quadrant B 

really make up the heart of what we need to review to move successfully forward. 

In Quadrant D, the opportunities of expanding into new markets include 

diversification of current business lines, protecting against market saturation 

considering the pressure to grow and tipping point to market oversaturation, and 

finally the ability to expand target markets. (Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004)  



All of those are strong reasons to look at new markets. To be specific on how they 

relate to the current problem at hand, The Chefs Academy is at a point of operating 

at planned capacity. The idea of opening a satalite within Indianapolis brings with it 

the very concern of market saturation. 

The threats associated with this quadrant include the learning curve of a new market 

and making sure the location does not cannibalize the first school. (Eduventures, 

IBC Final, 2004) This would be to make sure we are not competitors for the same 

target markets. 

This is the point in which Eduventures looked at the best market possibilities 

analyzing demographic data on possible target markets, employment opportunities 

that align with what we offer, developed geographic model that incorporated 

population data, projected population growth rates, education attainment, enrollment 

figures, employment data, competitive presence. They also looked carefully at the 

regulatory environment. | want to focus on these as we put our model together 

because | believe each will be very relevent. In addition we will discuss some unique 

factors that were important in the initial success of The Chef's Academy. 

Before leaving this section | want to review the final suggestion from the report from 

Eduventures. The reason this is important is at the end of the digesting of all the 

data that was reviewed, the culinary division was not on the radar. Read below their 

final thoughts and contrast that with the story that follows on how the culinary 

division was able to be more successful than | think could have been envisioned.  



+ IBC has several strategic options for growth, each with different 

anticipated level of cost 

1 | Relative Cost 
Add Tier | Programs 

- HR $180,000 Low 

— Radiology Tech $210,000 Medium 

— Respiratory Tech $210,000 Medium 

Add Bachelor's program $700,000 High 
  

  

Improve marketing $500,00 - $1,250,000 Low 
  

Geographic expansion 

— Within Indiana $1,300,000 Medium 

— Outside Indiana $1,300,000 High 

(Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004) 

        
  

The Chef's Academy Important Keys 

In this section, | want to discuss some key components that were a part of The 

Chefs Academy's ability to reach planned capacity in less than 3 years. There are 

some very unique factors that assisted in our success. At the end of each 

component | will separate key aspects into bullet points | want to add to the model 

that Eduventures used when creating our model. 

First, the city of Indianapolis is not only a capitol city but a city that has moved in a 

direction to compete heavily in the nation convention business. They have invested 

in the expansion the convention center, have a vibrant downtown that is busy well 

into the evening and weekend. They have recently been awarded a Superbowl.  



Some this was not in motion when the initial report came through but much of it was. 

| believe there was a blind spot to the environment that Indiabnapolis offered. 

Take Aways: 

e A city that has a vibrant centralized restaurant district 

e A city that is pursuing convention or tourism as an economic driver 

Second, the marketing strategy of the creation of ties and market presence through 

the documentary filming on site at many of the hotels and restaraunts. We 

developed ties by filming and highlighting the local community and placing on the 

local market TV stations. Now this brings to light some important needs as far as 

the market. We were able to not only film these sites but it created an opportunity to 

develop bonds with the key figures(Chefs and Owners) in the local culinary 

community. 

This would lead to the development of a strong advisory board presence and a 

sense of ownership for the success of the school. It also followed the historic 

pattern of developing those strong bonds with the business community served. It 

will be important not to underestimate this dynamic in our success. The better we 

made them look, the more they talked and referred to us as “The” place to go for 

Culinary Training in Indianapolis. This effect led to more connections for assembling 

staff, involvement in events, and being identified as a part of the community and not 

just a new entity in that community. 

® Take Aways:  



e We need to invest the time once a market is chosen in filming and 

developing strong relationships through promoting local culinary 

locations 

eo We need a market that has an affordable or similarly priced ad rate 

environment to place the 30 minute documentrary on the air. There 

are too many upsides to his approach at launch including the 

identification with the host city. 

Third, a key reason for our success was in hiring the right staff and chefs who 

understood that there was a responsibility to aggresively get our name out into the 

community. This was assisted with filming and allowed us to make stong connections 

and get to know the players in town and who we might want working for us and who 

would be the best fit in our culture. You cannot succeed without the right faces for this 

type of school. That means that the availibility of local talent to pluck away is essential. 

| want to stress here local. You cannot fly in a hired gun here. What was key to our 

success was the community really taking us in. This happened because we hired a local 

Chef who had strong ties and history with the community. Culinary is a very closed 

community. It is a family, being the new school, it was important to hire history, access 

and credibility. 

Take Aways: 

e The market has to have qualified chefs who can be brought into the fold 

e Hire Locally to send the right message to the community  



Develop a culture that emphasizes community engagement as a part of the 

position 

A strong not for profit presence that will give you a strategic point of entry to 

the community influencers. 

Fourth, there was a key factor missed in the evaluation of the culinary environment in 

Indianapolis. Indiana has the third largest number of High School Student participating 

in high school vocational culinary programs in the country. This feeder system allows for 

an endless pool of students after the initial splash and so called low fruit is utilized. So | 

think it is important to acknowledge that while the traditional target for Indiana Business 

college is the non traditional adult learner (Eduventures, IBC Final, 2004) the culinary 

population tends to be younger and more traditionally within the age range of 18 to 24. 

Take Aways: 

e The presence of a strong high school vocational program offers a channel to 

recruit from after the initial splash 

o It offers an opportunity to be involved in judging competitions and speaking to 

promote the school in a regional manner 

e This populations skews better on retention because of less life issues than older 

students 

Finally, the timing in the development of the school in Indianapolis was correct. The city 

as explained throughout was in the right place in their development to open such a 

school.  



The focus after 9/11 for many families turned to where they lived. The food industry with 

celebrity chefs turned a past time into a phenomenon. All the factors came together. So 

what aspects of timing make a difference? Some thoughts on this include a bustling 

independent and chain restaurant community, a growing ethnic population which 

produces a ecletic food industry, strong arts community, and development of a tourism. 

Indianapolis had all of these factors at the time of opening. The city had a strong 

independent restaurant community, was developing a strong diverse ethnic community 

that opened a variety of food estrablishments catering to the new demographics, a large 

investment in the art district that increased reasons to go out, and was commited as 

previously discussed to the tourism growth industry. All of these dynamics were there to 

create buzz for such a school. 

Take Aways: 

« The timing of the school in a communities life cycle is | 

¢ The combination of critical factors have to be there and a strong plan for that 

community for growth is essential in this type of school 

i 

In summary, some reoccurring themes have been discussed throughout the paper 

about what key elements need to be looked at when expansion, either through program 

or location, is discussed. The realities exist in for profit education of pressure to grow 

and a desire by good organizations like Indiana Business College to grow in a healthy 

positive manner thal contributes io the communities in which we establish a social 
#  



ontract. The key is recognizing the right times, approaches and locations to be able to 

meet both of these goals. 

In the final section, | plan to list key factors that | believe are the dimensions by which 

we should base our decision of where to expand The Chef's Academy. Using the best 

thoughts of the Eduventures approach which has produced positive results for our 

company and the approach that allowed us to capitalize as a new school in a new field 

for our school group, | hope to produce an accurate model for my company moving 

forwarc 

The Model 

| want {o list each component that will be a part of the model. Each metrics was chosen 

through digesting all the information we have discussed in the previous 30 pages in 

regards to history, organizational values, and understanding of the broader strategic 

1 approach to growth in the last 10 years. 

In weighting the following pieces, | factored in what components are required and what 

are favorable. To swim, you need water but that can not be all. You need a certain 

amount, design, climate temperature so the water is liquid, elc. Y 

swim because you live near a lake but may not want fo if the tempe 

My point is there are required elements and favorable conditions. 

The rating of this model for the purpose of this project is simplified to a 3 point 

scale. 1=unfavorable/lacking in this market, 2=moderately favorable/exists in the 

songs 

market, and 3=strongly favorable in this market. slements are listed in 2 

30  



sections. The required elements and will be doubly weighted. In other words, for section 

RE will be (RE x 2) to determine a score. Favorable conditions are calculated at (FC X 

The weighting can be adapted by management to be more developed/complicated and 

should create more nuances. For now, my focus is on developing the specific elements 

that will make up an accurate predictive model. In more si s, what are the 

tors that will have the grea fluence on the future success of the expansion 

campus at that site? 

Required Elements (Weighted X 2) 

required element. This will have r 

Projected population growth 

Education attainment consistent with current target 

3. Male Population consistent with TCA current target poc 

4. Preferred Income levels that match current TCA Environments 

Regulatory Environment-This element was a reoccurring theme in my 

survey/interviews with the Executive Committee (Frame, 2009), the regulatory 

environment is most favorable when it is consistent with Indiana 

structure. If it is not a good match with our processes, then it will probably not be 

a viable location. Also, being able to take part in state grants is essential due to  



the disproportionate cost of our program as compared fo the traditional IBC 

program. 
wd 

C. The cost of available real estate-This affects the ability to maintain a 

competitive cost point and can make the location or break the location. In the 

current loan environment, it will be essential to p this program at the correct 

price point to be in the best competitive position available. (Herzog, 2009) 

. Addressable Market Size-Every member of the Executive Leadership 

Committee listed this as essential fo a new market in separate 

interviews/surveys. Our company as a strategic choice has set as a priority for 

expansion a location that is in a major metropolitan area. Knowing this is a 

strategic decision that has been made; this has to be a required element. 

(Survey, 2009) 

Market for our Graduates-In For Profit Career Colleges, we are measured by 

the Department of Education and for our Accreditation body for the category of In 

Field Placement. To remain in good standing it is imperative there is a job market 

for our graduates. lt is also very important from a traditional value of our 

company. We establish schools {o provide opportunity for our students and 

skilled labor for the local business community. If this is not present, it is the 

wrong location. 

A Strong Tourism focus-There may be some debate over whether this is a 

ry facet of the area. This could also be satisfied by a vibrant sports 

attraction or other city wide foc attraction. The key of its importance is really 

the climate and identity this provides the city. It also feeds the ir 
P  



promotes independent business development. This is a key element because 

most of the prospective students that walk through our door want to open their 

own establishment. 

. Competitive environment-This is a big factor for our school. We need to look at 

what other opportunities for training in the culinary field exists in the area. If there 

y program, how entrenched in the community is 

many grads have they placed and where? This is a key question to ask so we 

can determine whether there is an opening. There has fo exist opportunity to be 

competitive in the market. It may be still favorable if the school there has not 

established the relationships needed to have strong roots with the high Schools 
iG 

or local culinary food establishments. 

a Favorable Conditions (Weighted X 1) 

A. Affordable/Comparable TV Ad Market- This has been so crucial, especially 

in building bridges with the local culinary community, getting noticed in the 

local market and promoting interest in the culinary field. This is not a required 

ment because there are many other roads to promote through internet, 

local print media, magazines, etc. The touch point this gave us with the 

recognized leaders in the community was so valuable, every effort should be 

aken to fry to simulate the conditions of this approach in the first 18 months, 

Labor Market Conditions-This was the most difficult to classify. The market 

has to provide a labor market in which we can pull from and afford the salary 

of the candidate. The justification on preferred over required is there are other  
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